ABSTRACT For object detection in computer vision, detection models trained by high-resolution images often fail to recognize or localize objects on low-resolution images. To tackle this problem, we propose a fully convolutional network named residual super-resolution single shot network (RSRSSN). RSRSSN consists of two sub-networks, super-resolution sub-network and detection sub-network. The super-resolution subnetwork in RSRSSN is achieved by stacking of identity residual blocks while the detection sub-network adopts the single shot multibox detector (SSD). Based on multi-task learning, we design a novel objective function called feature maps multibox loss to enforce low-resolution images to produce similar feature maps with their corresponding high-resolution ones. This information sharing mechanism is proved to be critical for solving the resolution mismatch problem in the experiments. A two-step training scheme is also proposed to train the RSRSSN in an end-to-end manner. Without any data augmentation, RSRSSN outperforms the SSD on both down-sampled PASCAL VOC and MS COCO in real-time object detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, deep learning techniques have been widely used in various computer vision applications such as object classification, detection, and segmentation [1] - [7] . To achieve good performance, these models are usually trained with a large number of high quality images. However, in practical scenarios, for example video surveillance [8] and pedestrian detection [9] , the resolution of photos or videos is often low and models trained with high-resolution images cannot extract and recognize features effectively from these low-quality images [1] , [6] . The discrepancy of resolution between training and test images severely degrades detection performance. In this paper we call this resolution related detection problem as Very Low-Resolution Detection (VLRD). As ''low-resolution'' and ''high-resolution'' are relative concepts, without loss of generality, we define ''lowresolution'' image as those whose width and height are one third of the original ''high-resolution'' image [10] , [11] in this paper.
There are two approaches to solve the VLRD problem. One strategy is downsampling entire high-resolution dataset to retrain a corresponding low-resolution detection model. Applying down-sampled low-resolution images, the original high-resolution model could be transfered to low-resolution domain. Since the Region of Interest (RoI) of images become smaller by the downsampling process, feature maps of objects will be confused more easily with that of similar categories or background. Besides, the most fine-grained features will be lost during the downsampling procedure, which reduces the detection performance especially for small-sized objects.
The other strategy leverages the super-resolution method. In this approach, low-resolution images are transformed to high-resolution ones. The restored high-resolution images are then passed into the high-resolution orientated model for detection. The super-resolution method is used to estimate the high-resolution image from their corresponding lowresolution one. The characteristics of low-resolution images are enriched by the priori knowledge of high-resolution images. Hence the detection accuracy for low-resolution images is greatly affected by the super-resolution quality. However, super-resolution is known as an ill-posed problem for the multiplicity of solutions for any low-resolution feature spaces [10] . Furthermore, the detection procedure consists of two standalone stages-image super-resolution and object detection. Between these two stages, there is no information sharing. Moreover, the running time of the two-stage framework is longer than the unified model. As a transfer learning task [12] , the VLRD problem needs to transfer the model from the high-resolution feature space to the low-resolution feature space. To address this problem, we propose an end-to-end trained network called Residual Super-Resolution Single Shot Network (RSRSSN), which integrates super-resolution capability with Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) [1] . The RSRSSN framework consists of super-resolution sub-network and detection sub-network, which share generated feature maps and information with each other. For the super-resolution sub-network, we present a novel lightweight fully Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based on deep residual learning [4] , which is achieved by stacking of identity residual blocks. With the help of selected feature maps of SSD, the super-resolution subnetwork could increase the detection accuracy. Furthermore, the feature maps of detector could also assist images to be super-resolved more precisely, which further improves the detection performance. To our best knowledge, this is the first framework integrating super-resolution and detection for low-resolution object detection with information passing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a review of related works on super-resolution and object detection. We give a comprehensive introduction for the RSRSSN framework in Section III. Section IV introduces the evaluation and analysis, and Section V concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
The detection process on low-resolution images consists of two parts, effective super-resolution and sophisticated object detection. In this section, we give a background introduction on single image super-resolution and detection.
A. SUPER-RESOLUTION
Approaches based on interpolation were used to tackle the image super-resolution problem, e.g., Bicubic and Lanczos algorithms [13] . These algorithms are fast but lead to distortion with overly smooth textures. Li and Orchard [14] proposed an edge-orientated interpolation algorithm for color image reconstruction with image covariance-based adaptation attributes. Still, the quality of image restoration could not always be guaranteed in practical scenarios.
To learn a complex mapping from low-resolution images to high-resolution ones, many example-based approaches [15] - [17] have been proposed. Yang et al. [18] made a thoroughly review for the example-based super-resolution methods. With plentiful training data, the example-based methods could exploit the internal property from exemplar patches of input images. Early work proposed by Freeman et al. [15] constructs a low/high-resolution image patch pairs. Applying the nearest-neighbor search on feature vectors derived from low-resolution image patches, the corresponding high-resolution patches are employed for reconstruction. Later, the sparse-coding based methods presented in [16] and [17] made a significant improvement of the mapping accuracy from low-resolution space to highresolution space. In the pioneer work of Yang et al. [16] , the sparse representation for each low-resolution patch is used to obtain the high-resolution output. Rather than adopting Euclidean distance, Timofte et al. [17] utilized patches correlation with sparse learned dictionaries [19] , [20] to search the nearest neighbors of low-resolution images, which accelerates image super-resolution without quality loss.
Recently, deep learning based methods have been successfully applied on image super-resolution, which outperform previous handcrafted models. Based on the principle of sparse-coding algorithms, Dong et al. [10] proposed an end-to-end three-layer convolutional network to formulate the patch extraction and representation, non-linear mapping, and reconstruction. Wang et al. [21] further exploited conventional sparse coding models and applied them into a feedforward network based on the Learned Iterative Shrinkage and Thresholding algorithm (LISTA) [22] . However, all these methods [10] , [21] still need to upscale the low-resolution images to the desired size. Shi et al. [23] introduced a sub-pixel convolutional layer, which learns the upscaling filters from low-resolution space to high-resolution space. It is the first work that using CNN to perform single image super-resolution without fixed upscaling. In [24] , the Fast Super-Resolution Convolutional Neural Network (FSRCNN) was proposed, whereas it only requires a trainable deconvolutional layer for a specific up-scaling ratio. FSRCNN improves the performance on both accuracy and speed. Later, Kim et al. [25] presented the Deeply-Recursive Convolutional Network (DRCN), which is an improved super-resolution network with recursive layers. Recently, Ledig et al. [11] introduced a network named SRGAN, which integrated Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [26] into single image super-resolution with the perceptual loss function. The objective function in [26] consists of an adversarial loss and a content loss. SRGAN has obtained the state-of-the-art recover quality on the extensive MeanOpinion-Score (MOS) test.
B. OBJECT DETECTION
The performance of object detection has been improved dramatically with recently proposed CNN-based models. Current state-of-the-art object detectors adopt region proposals to recognize RoIs, which could be considered as the two-stage framework. This schema was first proposed by R-CNN [5] , which uses selective search [27] algorithm to generate over 2000 region proposals and classifies each candidate VOLUME 6, 2018 location using the AlexNet [2] . Rather than utilizing traditional inefficient sliding windows [28] , R-CNN achieves better detection performance and faster inference speed with the proposal-driven mechanism. Since R-CNN has to process thousands of region proposals, it is still a time-consuming framework. In [29] , SPPNet was presented as an accelerated version of R-CNN. With the spatial pyramid pooling layer, SPPNet could generate a fixed-length feature vector for the back-most softmax layers regardless of the size of the input image, and classify objects on multi-scale regions. However, the performance of all these detection networks mentioned above are limited by the pre-segmentation algorithm. Hence, Girshick et al. [6] introduced a framework named Faster R-CNN with Region Proposal Network (RPN) to learn the segmentation pattern for region proposals extraction. Faster R-CNN combines RPN with Fast R-CNN [30] by sharing convolutional layers in an alternative fine-tune strategy, which speeds up the detection system significantly.
In order to accomplish real-time detection, the one-stage detectors [1] , [31] are applied on dense sampling candidate locations. Redmon et al. [31] proposed a straightforward convolutional network named YOLO to learn object category confidence and bounding boxes position. The fast version of YOLO could process 155 frames per second whereas still achieving comparable performance. To obtain a scaleinvariant detector, Liu et al. [1] introduced the SSD, a fully convolutional network with pyramidal feature hierarchy. SSD uses multi-scale feature maps from multiple layers to classify categories over dense locations.
C. LOW-RESOLUTION RECOGNITION AND DETECTION
The resolution of the RoI usually cannot meet the demand for object recognition or detection in practice. The issue that images lack sufficient resolution often appears in face recognition of video surveillance [32] , [33] . An innovative procedure called Simultaneous Super-Resolution and Recognition (S 2 R 2 ) for low-resolution faces recognition was presented in [32] . This method provides a simultaneous constraint to accommodate both the reconstruction and the recognition results. The paradigm in [32] matches the different domains between super-resolution and recognition. Zou and Yuen [33] adopted a regression model to address the very low-resolution face recognition. Data and discriminative constraints are incorporated in the training stage to reconstruct discriminative high-resolution images. Employing domain adaptation and regression, Wang et al. [34] proposed Robust Partially Coupled Networks (RPCN) to enhance feature representation for face, digit, and font recognition in the very low resolution scenarios. With the huber objective function [35] , RPCN is trained in an outlier-insensitive manner.
The recognition performance also degrades dramatically in low-resolution fine-grained image classification task, of which methods need to distinguish subtle details between similar classes. Cai et al. [36] introduced a Resolution-Aware Convolutional Neural Network (RACNN) for low-resolution fine-grained object categorization. RACNN is comprised of convolutional super-resolution layers and categorization layers. The cross entropy loss is employed for recognition performance measurement. Recently, Yang et al. [37] preformed a comparative study for long-distance object recognition. The authors exploited the recognition performance on six super-resolution methods over two recognition algorithms. For low-resolution object detection, Fang et al. [38] formulated an algorithm called Sparse Support Regression (SSR). Based on SSR, the high-resolution image patches could be reconstructed by the low-tohigh resolution dictionary. Integrating low-resolution CNN with high-resolution CNN, Bautista et al. [39] proposed a compounded detection system for vehicles. Moreover, Wang et al. [40] presented a resolution-score discriminative surface method for pedestrian features investigation under different resolution.
III. SUPER-RESOLUTION SINGLE SHOT DETECTOR
In this section, we propose a fully convolutional Residual Super-Resolution Single Shot Network (RSRSSN) for low-resolution images. RSRSSN consists of two subnetworks, a novel deep residual learning based CNN and the SSD model. The framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Inspired by the recent success of residual convolutional network for its dramatically function fitting ability [4] , the super-resolution sub-network consists of a number of residual learning blocks. Besides, rather than directly learning the mapping from the low-resolution image to the corresponding high-resolution image, the super-resolution sub-network is adopted to learn the residual contents between these two resolution images. Moreover, since SSD uses multi-scale feature maps from different layers to detect objects, we propose a multiple feature maps restoration loss to obtain more suitable feature maps in the detection sub-network, whereas previous works [10] , [24] utilized the traditional Euclidean loss. The proposed restoration loss function could be considered as a semantic super-resolution for each and every layer of the feature maps pyramid. Besides, RSRSSN utilizes both low-resolution images and the corresponding high-resolution ones to train the super-resolution sub-network as well as the detection subnetwork simultaneously through multi-task learning. During the test procedure, we only use the low-resolution part in RSRSSN with the down-sampled detection dataset.
We illustrate the residual learning based convolutional super-resolution sub-network in Sec. III-A and the convolutional detection sub-network in Sec. III-B. Sec. III-C presents the multiple feature maps restoration loss. A multi-task learning based end-to-end training scheme is shown in Sec. III-D.
A. RESIDUAL LEARNING BASED CONVOLUTIONAL SUPER-RESOLUTION
The VLRD task aims to recognize and locate objects from low-resolution images. The low-resolution images is denoted as I LR , corresponding to its high-resolution image I HR . The I LR is typically obtained by where F and σ are the downsampling operation and the Gaussian noise, respectively. Traditionally, the proposed super-resolution sub-network is aimed to learn the mapping from I LR to I HR . According to (1) , I HR can be given as
where G denotes the mapping from I LR to I HR . Inspired by the residual network [4] , the super-resolution sub-network is much easier to learn the mapping from the low-resolution image I LR to its corresponding residual contents. To obtain the residual contents, the low-resolution image should be up-sampled to the same size with the corresponding highresolution images first. Therefore, the mapping G could be rewritten as
where G stands for the residual mapping for I LR , and U denotes the upsampling operation. According to [10] , the sparse-coding-based superresolution method consists of three steps, which is equivalent to a three-layer CNN. Given a low-resolution image I LR , traditional methods first conduct the image feature extraction and representation, and then learn the non-linear mapping from the extracted feature maps of I LR . The final reconstructed high-resolution image I HR is combined by transformed features within a spatial neighborhood.
Based on residual learning blocks [4] which are demonstrated in Fig. 2 , we use multiple identical blocks to implement the three steps mentioned above for image superresolution. Rather than using relatively large receptive fields (e.g., 9-5-5 for a three-layer CNN in [10] , which achieved the state-of-the-art result then), we use a smaller 3 × 3 kernel in each residual block. As shown in [3] , four stacks of 3 × 3 convolutional layers have the same effective receptive field with one 9 × 9 convolutional layer. As well as a 5 × 5 convolutional layer could be replaced by a stack of two 3 × 3 layers. Since each convolutional layer is followed by a ReLU layer [42] , integrating such non-linear layers into the network could bring a more discriminative feature representation for image super-resolution.
Meanwhile, in order to ensure that the position of objects in I LR are not influenced by the super-resolution sub-network, we maintain the size of feature maps equal to the size of input image throughout the whole sub-networks via adding padding. ( [10] actually altered the size of I LR in the convolutional procedure. Due to the relative position of the object in I LR is changed by each convolutional layer, the image cannot be imported to the detection model directly.) Since CNN learns in a generative mode to transform a bunch of zero padding to some non-zero pixel values, obtaining non-linear mapping will be more and more difficult with the relative size of padding to kernel increasing. In the proposed residual convolutional network, we use projection shortcuts for all dimension changing and residual image generation. Whereas the other connections are identity shortcuts.
The proposed lightweight super-resolution sub-network consists of three sub-stages. The first sub-stage includes two residual learning blocks. It aims to learn the image representation, which could be expressed as an operation G 1 :
where R 1 represents the residual convolution operation of the first sub-stage. The second sub-stage is comprised of one residual learning block, which aims to learn the non-linear mapping from lowresolution space to high-resolution space. Formally, the operation of the second sub-stage is:
where R 2 corresponds the second sub-stage residual convolution. The residual image is generated by the last sub-stage, which includes one residual learning block. Since the final generation is a purely linear convolution, we remove the last ReLU layer in the third sub-stage. The generation procedure could be expressed as G 3 :
Here R 3 denotes third sub-stage residual learning. The final high-resolution image is obtained by:
The three sub-stages are illustrated in the super-resolution sub-network of Fig. 1 .
B. SINGLE SHOT DETECTOR
In this paper, we propose a strategy leveraging Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) [1] as the detection sub-network of RSRSSN. SSD is a fully convolutional network based on [43] , which replaces the region proposal generation by using priori default boxes of multiple scales and aspect ratios. Furthermore, SSD integrates all computation in an overall network. Due to its end-to-end encapsulated characteristic, SSD is fast and easy to employ into the system that needs detection step as the VLRD task. In the second part of Fig. 1 , a SSD300 × 300 is presented as the detection sub-network in RSRSSN.
In general, SSD first resizes input image to a desired size. Then it extracts multi-scale feature maps through a base network, e.g., VGGNet [3] , GoogLeNet [44] or ResNet [4] , followed by some additional fully convolutional layers. Based on multiple selected feature maps of the network, SSD generates multi-scale convolutional bounding boxes utilizing pre-defined default boxes.
C. MULTIPLE FEATURE MAPS RESTORATION LOSS
The detection performance degrades severely when the resolution of input images are relatively low. As can be seen from Table 1 , using the vanilla SSD on both standard PASCAL VOC2007 and down-sampled PASCAL VOC2007 test, the percentage of correct detections decreases about 10% for all the three categories (animals, furniture, vehicles). Note that detections are most affected by the confusion with similar categories (Sim) and poor localization (Loc) when image resolution declines. These show that the model trained by high-resolution images cannot extract appropriate feature maps of low-resolution images for the following classifier and bounding box regressor. In this subsection, we introduce the Multiple Feature Maps Restoration Loss to address the feature maps variation between images of different resolution.
Conventional super-resolution methods usually adopt Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) as the criterion to evaluate the image restoration performance [17] , [23] . Since the PSNR based objective function achieves the optimum via minimizing Euclidean distance between two relative images, Euclidean loss function is been widely used in these methods. Given a set of N low-resolution images and corresponding high-resolution images {I LR i , I HR i }, i = 1, 2, . . . , N , to learn the residual image mapping, the loss function is as following according to (3):
As Euclidean loss cannot utilize characteristics of detection network effectively, the super-resolution stage and the detection stage are still separated. Since default boxes are pre-determined in SSD, the final detection result is only concerned by selected feature maps. We present an objective function which reconstructs selected key feature maps of high-resolution images by using multiple feature maps restoration loss:
where j = 1, 2, . . . , K are the index of selected feature maps. The spatial dimensions of feature maps in each layer are denoted as w j and h j . Here H j and H j are the mapping of corresponding convolutional layers in the detection sub-network. Based on the multiple feature maps restoration loss, the superresolution sub-network acquires a more explicit learning instruction for detection, which accomplishes the mutual information exchange between these two sub-networks.
D. MULTI-TASK LEARNING
The end-to-end RSRSSN training scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 . To better optimize the super-resolution sub-network and the detection sub-network, we use multi-task learning [45] to learn the optimal solution. The objective function called Feature Maps Multibox Loss (FeatMapMultiboxLoss) is a weighted sum of the confidence score loss, the bounding box regression loss, and the multiple feature maps restoration loss:
where M denotes the number of matched prior boxes. Here l conf is the softmax loss over total classes of ground truth images, and l bb is the L1 loss [46] for regressed bounding boxes of ground truth localization. The l feat is the multiple feature maps restoration loss described in Sec. III-C. The FeatMapMultiboxLoss is essentially a knowledge distillation [47] , which adopts additional supervised information as the regularization term on the original task. The weight term α, β and γ are set to 1, 1, 0.1 by cross validation, respectively. Because l feat is much larger than the l conf and the l bb , we set a sufficient small γ to prevent the detection loss is diminished by the multiple feature maps restoration loss. We found that such a setup make the two sub-networks trained collaboratively better.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the proposed RSRSSN model is evaluated by the well-known PASCAL VOC [48] and MS COCO datasets [49] . All experiments use the vanilla pre-trained SSD model as the base network. The proposed RSRSSN model is implemented on the publicly available Caffe [50] platform. The network is trained on a NVIDIA TESLA K80 GPU with 24GB memory. The RSRSSN training scheme has two steps. In the first step, we fix the weight of detection sub-network and pre-train the super-resolution sub-network to make the network have a basic super-resolution capability. Both sub-networks are initialized with Gaussian distribution. Then as Fig. 1 , we finetune RSRSSN on the pre-trained network using both lowresolution images and their corresponding high-resolution images on each and every layer of two sub-networks to minimize the multi-task learning loss. In particularly, low-resolution images are acquired by the downsampling operation on corresponding high-resolution images. Then using Bicubic upsampling algorithm, we generate the input images with the same size of the high-resolution images. (e.g., 300×300 for the standard SSD input). For fast implementation and better convergence, we only use 300×300 as the input size of the network, no data augmentation in [1] , [2] , and [6] has been applied.
In the first training step, we set all of learning rate multipliers and decay multipliers to 1 for the super-resolution subnetwork layers and freeze the detection sub-network. Since the weights of base detection sub-network already have the capability for object detection, we use the different learning rate multipliers and decay multipliers between the two subnetworks in the second training step. For the super-resolution sub-network, we set learning rate multipliers and decay multipliers to 1 and 0.1 for the first two sub-stages and both learning rate multipliers and decay multipliers are set to 0.1 for the last sub-stage. While for the detection sub-network, we set learning rate multipliers and decay multipliers to 0.1 and 0, respectively.
The learning rate begins with 0.001 and is divided by 10 when encounters plateaus. We use Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with the batch size of 32 to train the network with a momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0001 for total 3 × 10 4 and 6 × 10 4 iterations on PASCAL VOC and MS COCO, respectively. The first steps are 2 × 10 4 and 4.5 × 10 4 iterations, respectively. And the second steps are 1 × 10 4 and 1.5 × 10 4 iterations for PASCAL VOC and MS COCO datasets. The input image is subtracted by the mean value of the training dataset to decrease the influence of the probability distribution on pixel values.
A. PASCAL VOC
We first evaluate RSRSSN on the down-sampled PASCAL VOC dataset [48] . We set the detection baseline by the vanilla SSD model [1] . As mentioned in the introduction, there are two approaches to solve the VLRD the problem, i.e., fine-tuning and super-resolution methods. Therefore we first compare RSRSSN with the fine-tuned SSD using the down-sampled PASCAL VOC dataset without data augmentation. The fine-tuning follows the same training strategy with SSD [1] . Then we compare RSRSSN with methods based on super-resolution, which adopt the super-resolved images for detection. Here we use SRCNN [10] and FSRCNN [24] for super-resolution. And we fine-tune the following SSD using the super-resolved VOC2007 and VOC2012 trainval for detection. Both the proposed SRCNN [10] and FSRCNN [24] are based on the sparse representation to design the network. We use the model of the kernel size of 9-5-5 in SRCNN [10] . And for FSRCNN [24] , we employ the 56-12-4 model for super-resolution. All of the mentioned models use their ×3 version. The implementations are from the publicly available codes provided by the authors, and all images are down-sampled using the same Bicubic kernel.
Specifically, the RSRSSN model is trained on both VOC2007 trainval and VOC2012 trainval (16551 images). Then the model is tested on the down-sampled VOC2007 test (4952 images). For evaluation, we use the standard metric mean average precision (mAP) scores [48] of mAP@0.5.
We adopt VGG16 [3] as the base network. The experimental results are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 .
To validate both the super-resolution sub-network and the FeatMapMultiboxLoss could bring the performance growth for low-resolution object detection, here we propose two networks, i.e., RSRSSN * and RSRSSN. The RSRSSN * is the network with the MultiboxLoss [1] , while the RSRSSN is the network with the FeatMapMultiboxLoss. Table 2 and Table 3 show that RSRSSN * and RSRSSN surpass all the methods mentioned above in all categories of VOC2007. From RSRSSN * , it could be seen that employing the superresolution sub-network into SSD already improves the mAP for 4.1% and 1.5%, comparing with the vanilla SSD and the fine-tuned SSD, respectively. With our proposed FeatMapMultiboxLoss, the RSRSSN further beyonds the vanilla SSD and the fine-tuned SSD by 4.9% and 2.3% mAP. The precision improvement by methods which apply super-resolution and detection as two standalone procedures (SRCNN [10] + SSD, FSRCNN [24] + SSD) are marginal compared to Fine-tuned SSD. Since the objective function of superresolution is different from that of detection, the information learned by the super-resolution stage is not easy to be transferred to the detection domain. While with the integrated framework, the detection sub-network of RSRSSN guides the super-resolution sub-network to generate more appropriate feature maps for following object detection. Moreover, using the FeatMapMultiboxLoss as the objective function, the two sub-networks will further generate more accurate feature maps for each other. The experiment results show that the proposed RSRSSN * and RSRSSN have achieved information sharing between super-resolution and detection, which have much better object detection capability in the low-resolution environment. Fig. 3 shows six image doublets of detection results between vanilla SSD and RSRSSN model on the down-sampled PASCAL VOC2007 test. It presents that the RSRSSN model has achieved better capability of feature representation and detection, especially for small objects in the low-resolution scenarios. For the same bounding box, it could be found that the RSRSSN model get higher confidence score and localization accuracy.
B. DETECTION ANALYSIS
We use the detection analysis tool from [41] to perform a comprehensive analysis of RSRSSN. Fig. 4 shows that RSRSSN is affected far less than the vanilla SSD for different BBox Area. Note that all of the AP N of RSRSSN are higher than the vanilla SSD for extra-small and small objects. It indicates that RSRSSN successfully restores image detailed features, which could captures more key features. Fig. 4 also presents that RSRSSN has achieved better compatibility for different Aspect Ratio since the network restores and extracts robust and clear features of various size of the default boxes on multiple feature maps.
According to [41] , we divided the 20 categories of VOC2007 into animals, furniture and vehicles. Fig. 5 shows that the detection performance of RSRSSN is relatively high VOLUME 6, 2018 with the large white area where the most of detections are correct. The recall rate of RSRSSN is around 80%, which could be much higher when using ''weak'' criteria. Compared to SSD (top row), RSRSSN significantly reduces the number of similar false positives in the low-resolution environment, which means that RSRSSN has restored much robust and discriminable feature maps for various categories. Fig. 6 shows that the majority of false positives are still from localization and similarity errors, though vehicles are much easier to be confused by the background since the size of the vehicles in VOC2007 test are relatively small.
C. WEIGHT OF THE MULTIPLE FEATURE MAPS RESTORATION LOSS
To evaluate the weight of the multiple feature maps restoration loss (γ described in Sec. III-D), we use weights of 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 to train the network. Since the FeatMapMultiboxLoss tends to add the capability of feature maps super-resolution to the network, we focus on the first step of training which the network is trained to have a primary super-resolution capability. In Fig. 7 , the mAP@0.5 performance of different weights on the down-sampled VOC2007 test is shown. From polylines of FeatMapMultiboxLoss-0, FeatMapMultiboxLoss-0.05, and FeatMapMultiboxLoss-0.1, it could be seen that the network is trained with better convergence and detection precision for larger γ . It indicates that with additional super-resolution task, low-resolution objects could be detected better. However, if the γ is too large as the FeatMapMultiboxLoss-0.2, the network training seems cannot converge well and the detection performance is even worse than the FeatMapMultiboxLoss-0, which the network is only trained by the MultiboxLoss [1] . Since the amplitude of the multiple feature maps restoration loss is far more than both the confidence and the localization loss, large γ will lead to an unstable learning. Thus, we set the γ to 0.1 in all other experiments.
D. FEATURE MAPS MULTIBOX LOSS
To validate the effectiveness of the FeatMapMultiboxLoss, we compare it with the RGBMultiboxLoss and the MultiboxLoss from SSD [1] . All of the objective functions adopt the same framework as in Fig. 1 . The RGBMultiboxLoss is a variation of the FeatMapMultiboxLoss, which replaces the multiple feature maps restoration loss (Sec. III-C) to the RGB Euclidean loss. The RGB Euclidean loss is the conventional objective function used in the super-resolution task [10] , [24] . It aims to minimize the Euclidean distance between the low-resolution and the high-resolution images. According to Eq. (7), the final high-resolution image is generated by the output of the superresolution sub-network. Hence, we use the RGB Euclidean loss as in Eq. (8) . Table 4 shows that the FeatMapMultiboxLoss can improve 0.9% and 0.8% mAP compared to the RGBMultiboxLoss and the MultiboxLoss, respectively. Comparing to the MultiboxLoss, there is no improvement by using the RGBMultiboxLoss, which means minimizing the Euclidean distance between the relative images is not enough to generate appropriate key feature maps for object detection. Meanwhile, the improvement by the FeatMapMultiboxLoss indicates that taking multiple key feature maps super-resolution as an additional task plays a critical role for low-resolution object detection.
E. TRAINING STRATEGY
To evaluate the performance of the proposed two-step training strategy for RSRSSN, we compare it with other two training schemes in Table 5 . We first separately train the super-resolution sub-network and the detection sub-network in two training steps. The super-resolution sub-network is only trained by the multiple feature maps restoration loss (Sec. III-C). And the detection sub-network is trained by the confidence score loss and the bounding box regression loss. In the second strategy, we use the confidence score loss and the bounding box regression loss to train both the super-resolution and detection sub-network in the second step. It could be seen that training both two sub-networks in the second step could improve the mAP for 0.2%, since the super-resolution sub-network is further trained for better detection. With the same experimental initial setting, our proposed multi-task training strategy outperforms these two strategies in both two steps. It proves that training RSRSSN in a collaborative manner is beneficial for the final lowresolution object detection.
F. RESIDUAL VS. NON-RESIDUAL
In this experiment, we compare the proposed RSRSSN with the non-residual framework to validate the significance of the residual learning for low-resolution object detection. We first remove the residual image learning structure. It leads the super-resolution sub-network trained to generate the corresponding high-resolution image directly. From Table 6 , the mAP drops by 2.7% and 0.7% in first and second step, respectively, which means the network could learn better image representation with residual image. Then we remove all of the residual blocks in the super-resolution sub-network. The detection performance further declines by 4.2% and 1.1% in two steps. Therefore, the residual learning structure in RSRSSN is important for object detection in lowresolution environment.
G. PSNR PERFORMANCE
To testify the proposed super-resolution sub-network in RSRSSN * and RSRSSN have the capability for image superresolution, we evaluate the average PSNR performance of images generated by the super-resolution sub-network on the down-sampled PASCAL VOC2007 test. Since the proposed RSRSSN * and RSRSSN are trained by images downsampled of factor 3, we compare the ×3 upscaling PSNR performance in this subsection. We set the average PSNR baseline using the Bicubic upsampling, while the low-resolution images are up-sampled by the Bicubic algorithm. Since the proposed super-resolution sub-network is designed based on sparse representation, we compare it with another sparse representation based network -SRCNN [10] . From Table 7 , we can found that SRCNN obtains the highest PSNR improvement, due to the network is designed specifically for the image super-resolution with dense sampling strategy. Nevertheless, the mAP improvement of SRCNN is marginal. We consider it caused by the different training target between super-resolution and detection. The super-resolved image still VOLUME 6, 2018 cannot generate appropriate feature maps for detection, since the most reconstructed patches of images are useless for critical feature maps generation.
Without any dense sampling strategies, generated images from RSRSSN * and RSRSSN already have increased the average PSNR performance on the down-sampled PAS-CAL VOC2007 test. The performance growth by RSRSSN * illustrates the super-resolution sub-network already has the basic super-resolution capability without additional feature maps super-resolution. Since RSRSSN * aims to minimize the MultiboxLoss, it is trained to generate images close to highresolution images. Moreover, it could be seen that the PSNR gets further increased by the FeatMapMultiboxLoss from the RSRSSN result in Table 7 . Besides, the mAP improvement by RSRSSN * and RSRSSN indicate that super-resolved images from the proposed super-resolution sub-network could bring representative feature maps for low-resolution object detection with the help of information sharing by the two sub-networks. Fig. 8 shows the super-resolution results by different methods.
H. INFERENCE TIME
Considering the number of layers are increased for image super-resolution, we use a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti to evaluate the trade-off between the inference time and the mAP of RSRSSN compared to SRCNN [10] , FSRCNN [24] and the Fine-tuned SSD [1] . Table 8 demonstrates that both the speed and the precision of RSRSSN surpasses these twostage methods [10] , [24] . Table 8 also shows that RSRSSN can improve 3.7% mAP compared to SSD whereas still keeping the inference in real time (50fps), which can be used in many practical scenarios.
I. MS COCO
The Microsoft COCO [49] is the latest object detection and semantic segmentation dataset. It consists of more than 300,000 images each of which have multiple categories. There are 80 categories in object detection evaluation. Following the typical assessment protocol [49] , RSRSSN is trained on the 120k images in the trainval. We use the 5k minival split [6] for the test evaluation. The proposed RSRSSN model is compared with the vanilla SSD, the finetuned SSD, SRCNN+SSD, and FSRCNN+SSD, which are mentioned in Sec. IV-A. Here we use the standard MS COCO evaluation metric.
The experimental results of comparison on COCO are demonstrated in Table 9 . Since COCO dataset has much more indistinguishable objects than PASCAL VOC, the AP IoU =.50 increased by fine-tuned SSD, SRCNN+SSD, and FSRCNN+SSD are only about 0.6%. For the COCO AP, which is measured from AP IoU =.50 to AP IoU =.95 , there is no improvement by the three mentioned methods. Moreover, they even reduce the AP large . The results illustrate that the localization precision is hard to improve by the fine-tuned SSD, SRCNN+SSD, and FSRCNN+SSD.
Whereas with the proposed RSRSSN, all of MS COCO evaluation metrics are increased significantly. The AP IoU =. 50 and the AP are improved by 3.9% and 2.5%, respectively. Moreover, RSRSSN is the only method which promotes the AP large . It means that the proposed framework not only learns the local fine-grained features, but also concentrates on global integral structure.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present the Residual Super-Resolution Single Shot Network, which is a simple, efficient, and end-toend framework to solve the VLRD issue. It is demonstrated that the sparse-coding based method for super-resolution could be achieved by stacking of identity residual blocks. The residual learning based super-resolution sub-network of RSRSSN could improve the low-resolution object detection performance. Moreover, we present the Feature Maps Multibox Loss to enhance features and information exchange between super-resolution and object detection. Experiment results show that RSRSSN achieves a promising detection performance in real time. Her main research interests include the wireless network virtualization in fifth generation mobile networks (5G), spectrum sensing and dynamic spectrum management in cognitive wireless networks, universal signal detection and identification, network information theory, and so on. She is active in standards development, such as ITU-R WP5A/WP5D, IEEE 1990, ETSI, and CCSA. VOLUME 6, 2018 
